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Digital implant planning and guided implant surgery – 
workflow and reliability
O. Schubert,*1 J. Schweiger,1 M. Stimmelmayr,1 E. Nold1 and J.-F. Güth1

To create individual and aesthetically pleasing 
restorations with a favourable long-term func-
tional prognosis is the main objective of modern 
restorative dentistry. Patient expectations of oral 
implantology are high, as these procedures are 
typically associated with substantial cost and 
because any surgical intervention places great 
strain on the patient.

Digital implant-prosthetic planning provides 
a variety of interesting perspectives in terms of 
diagnostics, individual treatment planning and 
exact surgical and prosthetic implementation, 
if the right preconditions exist.7,8

The present paper intends to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the workflow and to 
discuss and critically assess the factors deter-
mining the reliability of three-dimensional 
implant planning and static guided implant 
placement using surgical templates.

Some of the advantages of digital implant 
planning and guided surgery are self-evident. 
Three-dimensional visualisation of anatomi-
cal structures and improved assessment of the 
available bone volume and quality facilitate 
a more precise diagnosis and allow potential 
problems to be identified early, enabling high 
levels of predictability in surgical planning. 
The courses of nerves, the delimitations of the 

Introduction

Advances in digital technologies have brought 
about profound changes throughout dentistry. 
Ever more powerful systems offer undisputed 
advantages, such as the economic use of 
resources, optimised quality management 
and the enhanced processability of innova-
tive materials, resulting in computer-assisted 
procedures becoming firmly established.1–3 
Industrially produced blanks and standard-
ised working processes provide excellent 
stability, biocompatibility and precision.1,4,5 
Even though a large percentage of dentists in 
the UK reported in 2016 that they had not yet 
actively applied computer-based technologies, 
the majority agreed that these technologies 
would play a crucial role in dentistry in the 
future.6 In dentistry and in dental technology, 
the digital transformation now appears to be 
irreversible.

Modern oral implantology and implant prosthetics depend on comprehensive diagnostics and precise planning to ensure 

the desired outcome and meet the patient’s and the dentist’s expectations. In this context, digital implant planning and 

guided implant surgery based on three-dimensional radiographic data and the digitised intraoral surfaces can be of excellent 

service. They provide valuable information and permit stringent backward planning to optimise the implantological and 

prosthetic result, improving the safety and efficiency of the surgical procedure and rendering the restorative outcome more 

predictable in terms of function, biology and aesthetics. However, template-guided implant surgery carries its own specific 

risks in terms of manufacturing inaccuracies and application errors. These possible sources of error must be recognised and 

carefully considered in order to avoid adverse consequences.

maxillary sinus or peculiar bony features can 
be diagnosed more efficiently and accommo-
dated intraoperatively. Detailed preoperative 
planning gives surgeons certainty, requiring 
fewer spontaneous intraoperative decisions or 
deviations from the surgical protocol.9,10

In most cases, three-dimensional planning 
includes the option to virtually anticipate the 
prosthetic outcome. The best possible future 
prosthetic corridor can then be defined, 
resulting in a more prosthetic driven orientation 
of the implant position. This backward planning 
allows not only to choose an implant well 
suited for the specific anatomic situation and 
prosthetic demands, but also to make informed 
prosthetic planning decisions, not least in terms 
of restorative materials or design details.

Digital implant planning requires three-
dimensional radiograph data (DICOM: 
digital imaging and communications in 
medicine) as well as STL data (STL: standard 
tesselation language) from an intraoral scan 
or the scan of a plaster cast. In the past, 
several appointments were necessary, with 
a dental technician first producing a radio-
graphic template with radiopaque markers 
(‘dual scan’/’Lego brick’), which then had to 
be complicatedly converted into a surgical 
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to guided implant surgery.
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template after radiological imaging. Today, 
all that is required for this purpose is the 
DICOM data and the three-dimensional data 
of the intraoral surfaces.11,12 This also means 
in effect that the procedure can be modified at 
any time to accommodate a specific implant 
system or the corresponding software.

Less obvious but nevertheless invaluable 
is the improved communication within the 
team consisting of the patient, dentist and 
dental technician. A visual presentation of 
the anatomical situation and the planned 
restorative result allows the patient to sub-
stantiate his expectations, while options and 
limitations can be more clearly communi-
cated within the restorative team and to  
the patient.

The digital workflow covers the acquisition 
of basic data, data processing and ultimately 
the production of the workpiece.3 This also 
applies to digital implant planning and guided 
implant surgery (Table 1).

Data acquisition

Superimposing surface data in STL format 
with three-dimensional DICOM data from 
radiological imaging (Fig. 1) is a basic pre-
requisite for the digital implant planning. All 
the necessary data can be acquired at a single 
appointment. In addition to the DICOM data 
obtained by cone-beam computed tomogra-
phy (CBCT) or standard computer tomog-
raphy (CT), STL data of the intraoral clinical 
situation in the form of an intraoral or model 
scan are required.12,13 The size and position of 
the field of view (FOV) of the CBCT must be 
appropriately chosen in order to obtain proces-
sible data (Fig. 1b). The segmentation of CBCT 
images, in other words the digital separation 
of significant structures (that is, bones from 
soft tissues) can be conducted automatically 
or manually.13

Data processing

Data fusion
The surgical template is generated based 
on the STL surface data of the clinical 
situation. To allow this, the two data sets 
(STL and DICOM data) are imported into 
the implant planning software and super-
imposed (‘matching’/‘registration’). Most 
planning software necessitates the marking of 
specific points, preferably on residual dental 
hard tissue, to perform an alignment of the 
recorded data.

Table 1  Workflow for digital implant planning and guided implant placement. Bold text 
denotes steps executed in the dental surgery, while italic text indicates steps executed in 
the dental laboratory

Data collection Data processing Surgical template 
production Implant surgery

Radiological data  
(DICOM file)

Data fusion (DICOM+STL)

Additive manufacturing 
or subtractive 
manufacturing

Guided implant 
surgery

Prosthetic pre-planning

Intraoral scan (STL file)  
or plaster cast/impression scan 
(STL file)

Implant planning

Template design (STL file)

Fig. 1  a) Correlation of the DICOM data with the STL data of the clinical situation using a 
colour-coded distance image after registration (ImplantStudio; 3Shape). b) 3D DICOM data. 
Field of view not optimised for data superimposition (CS 3D Imaging Software; Carestream); 
c) Sectional image control of the correlation of the STL data (brown line) and DICOM data 
with optimised overlay; and d) inadequate alignment (ImplantStudio; 3Shape)

Fig. 2  Marking the inferior alveolar nerve (red) and implant placement planning, taking into 
account the anatomical situation and the prosthetic pre-planning (ImplantStudio; 3Shape)
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The colour-coded distance image (Fig. 1a) 
and cross-sections of the superimposed 
data sets (Figs 1c and d) can be employed to 
assess the quality of the registration. If there 
are doubts about the reliability of the super-
imposition, error analysis and correction is 
indispensable to avoid adverse events. While 
an inadequately fitting surgical template is a 
considerable nuisance intraoperatively as it 
forces the surgeon to deviate from the planned 

surgical protocol, an incorrectly positioned 
implant can have dramatic consequences for 
adjacent anatomical structures.

Prosthetic pre-planning and implant 
planning
A scanned or directly digitally produced 
wax-up is imported into the planning software 
or generated there. This first virtual prosthetic 
planning covers both functional and aesthetic 

aspects and helps to optimally align the implant 
position with the prevailing anatomical condi-
tions (Figs 2 and 3) or, in some cases, forces 
the prosthetic planning to be reconsidered. On 
successful registration, important anatomical 
structures such as the inferior alveolar nerve 
can be marked and subsequently protected 
(Fig. 2). The inferior alveolar nerve is the nerve 
most frequently injured during oral surgery 
procedures, therefore a safety distance of at 
least 1.5 mm should be provided for in the 
planning process.14,15 Bony undercuts can also 
be easily identified which helps to avoid the 
complications associated with perforating the 
lingual compacta.

The planning software usually already features 
a database of common implants or allows such 
data to be imported. The information inherent 
in the existing bone situation can be used to 
select a suitable implant, taking into account 
the anatomical situation and the planned pros-
thetic restoration (Fig. 4) as well as the specific 
indications for each implant as approved by 
its manufacturer. In addition, a potential need 
for augmentation procedures can be identi-
fied at this point and prepared for as needed, 
after obtaining the patient’s informed consent. 
Further aspects such as the eventual axis of the 
screw access channel, the vertical position of 
the implant shoulder in relation to the adjacent 
teeth or the thickness of the soft tissue can be 
accommodated at this planning stage.

If the implant planning was not performed 
by the surgeon in person, he or she must 
carefully check and formally approve it 
before the surgical template is fabricated.16 
Responsibility for the planning and its 
consequences for the clinical outcome rests 
exclusively with the surgeon.

Designing the surgical template
Once the future implant positions have been 
defined, they are translated into the design of 
the surgical template. It is possible to perform 
an either partially guided approach, where 
only the pilot drill is template-guided, or a 
fully guided procedure, where special guide 
sleeves adapted to the selected implant system 
are incorporated into the surgical template.

When the implant planning has been 
approved, the software provides a planning 
report specifying the type, size and position 
of the planned implants. The ‘drilling 
protocol’ provides the surgeon with the 
relevant technical information on the correct 
use of the system-specific surgical instru-
ments (Fig. 5a).

Fig. 3  a) Virtual planning of the projected dental prosthesis via backward planning allows 
the best possible orientation of the implant from a prosthetic point of view. DICOM data are 
shown in red, while STL data are shown in grey (Design CAD 6.0; Zfx); b) Virtual prosthetic 
restoration and implant alignment (ImplantStudio; 3Shape)

Fig. 4  a) Reduced vertical bone supply constituting an indication for internal sinus floor 
elevation (coDiagnostiX; Dental Wings); b) Below minimum distance from previously marked 
inferior alveolar nerve, where the software has marked the implant in red (ImplantStudio; 
3Shape); c) Restricted horizontal space (ImplantStudio; 3Shape); d) Situation after bone 
augmentation (ImplantStudio; 3Shape)
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Fabricating the surgical template

Once the design process has been completed, the 
data set can be exported as an STL file (Fig. 5b) 
and converted directly into the physical surgical 
template by means of additive or subtractive 
CAM procedures (Figs  5c and 6). Methods 
frequently used for this purpose include 3D 
printing or rapid prototyping technologies, 
especially stereolithography (SLA), digital light 
processing (DLP), or selective laser sintering 
(SLS). Integrating the guide sleeves is a manual 
process, as is the removal of holding or support 
structures and the finish of the template.

Implant surgery

At the time of implant surgery, the correct 
position of the surgical template in the mouth 
is verified, inter alia, by means of special veri-
fication windows (Fig. 7a). Exact implementa-
tion of the planned implant positions is only 
ensured if the surgical template fits exactly 
and securely. First, a flap has to be reflected to 
access the surface of the bone. When a flapless 
approach is performed, the tissue is punched.

This is followed by guided preparation of 
the implant site according to a standardised 
drilling protocol defined by the implant system 
used (Fig. 7). Inspections can be carried out 
at any time of the procedure, provided the 

surgical template has not been secured with 
bone pins. Care must be taken during the actual 
drilling to ensure sufficient irrigation, which 
may be made more difficult by the presence of 
the surgical template.17–19 Once the implant has 
been inserted, depending on the healing mode, 
sutures are placed or a healing abutment or an 
immediate restoration is inserted.

Discussion

Digital implant planning, including prosthetic 
driven backward planning and guided implant 
surgery, offer a variety of interesting benefits. 
To recognise and avoid pitfalls, knowledge 
of the parameters affecting the outcome is 
necessary. These include the quality of the 
three-dimensional data, the precision of 
registration and a reasonable position of the 
implant defined during the planning stage. In 
addition, the manufacturing precision of the 
surgical template, the surgical protocol, and 
the knowledge and experience of the planning 
team – as well as the skills and circumspect-
ness of the surgeon – are also important. The 
cumulative error resulting from all steps of 
the process, from data collection to surgical 
implementation, defines the overall accuracy 
of the procedure.20 Here, the factors, which are 
most decisive for the overall reliability, shall 
be discussed and assessed in greater detail.

Factors influencing the accuracy of 
data acquisition and processing
Achieving the best possible registration of 
DICOM and STL data sets requires high-
quality basic data. The clinical accuracy of 
CBCT scans is limited by artefacts, the field 
of view, voxel size, contrast resolution, as well 
as patient movements.21–24 A certain influence 
on data quality might also be attributed to the 
CBCT device,25 which is why only sophisticated 
systems should be used. Movement artefacts 
can often be avoided by adhering to the correct 
radiographic procedure, whereas scattering 
artefacts caused by highly radiopaque resto-
rations can prevent a reliable registration in 
some cases. Fluegge et al. demonstrated that 
an increasing number of restorations had a 
significant negative influence on the quality of 
data registration.13 In cases presenting severe 
restoration-associated artefacts the use of a 
scan prosthesis or radiographic template can be 
recommended. This technique is synonymous 
with placing the structures to be superimposed 
at an adequate distance to interfering materials 
but is inevitably resulting in a complication of 
the procedure. 

To subsequently allow for the correct reg-
istration with the STL data, the field of view, 
which is the anatomical section acquired by the 
CBCT, must be placed precisely and of adequate 
size to capture enough superimposable data.

Basic implant bed preparation

Implant 
position

Implant Art. No. Implant Sleeve height Sleeve position Milling 
cutter

Guided drill Cylinder of 
drill handle

11 021.4312 BL, Ø 4.1 mm RC, 
SLActive® 12 mm, 
Roxolid®, Loxim®

5 mm H6 Ø 3,50 mm ≡ 
Long 

24 mm

•
+1 mm

Fig. 5  a) Excerpts from the drilling protocol (ImplantStudio; 3Shape) specifying the correct surgical procedure; b) the construction data set 
for a surgical template; c) and the additively manufactured surgical templates with supporting structures

a
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Fluegge et  al. also showed that manual 
image segmentation, in other words digitally 
separating the different tissues in the CBCT, 
produced more accurate results in terms of 
registration than automated segmentation 
and that the result was highly influenced 
by the operator. They concluded that even 
before virtual implant planning and template 

fabrication the cumulative errors can produce 
unacceptable deviations.13

STL data can be collected by indirect 
digitalisation of the impression or cast, as 
well as directly by intraoral scanners. Modern 
intraoral scanners are considered to be as 
accurate as conventional impressions26 and 
extraoral scanning regarding small areas.27 

When considering full-arch scans the situation 
is ambiguous.28–30 Therefore, Ahlholm et  al. 
recommend the conventional impression 
technique for full-arch impressions for fixed 
prosthodontics in a recent review.31 Ender et al. 
stated that deviations larger than 100 microns 
across the complete arch may lead to inad-
equate fitting of larger restorations.29 It may 
be assumed, however, that maximum accuracy 
is more indispensable in fixed prosthodontics 
than in surgical template planning. Thus 
intraoral scanning has successfully been imple-
mented in this field of application.13,32

Ritter et al. calculated mean distances after 
registration of DICOM and STL surface data to 
be between 0.03 (±0.33) and 0.14 (±0.18) mm 
and considered the results to be sufficiently 
accurate for digital implant planning.33

Accuracy of the manufacturing 
process of the surgical template
The manufacturing accuracy, that is, the 
precision of the conversion of the CAD data 
into a physical template, primarily depends on 
the type of CAM-technology deployed. Van 
Steenberghe et al. found the typical accuracy 
for additive fabrication to be between 0.1 to 
0.2  mm.34 In general, subtractive milling, 
which is more laborious and expensive, seems 
superior in terms of production accuracy 
of surgical templates compared with rapid 
prototyping technologies.35 Today, the most 
common method of surgical template produc-
tion is represented by photopolymerisation, 
more precisely SLA and DLP technologies. 
Using these technologies, layer thickness 
ranging from about 50 to 100 microns or even 
less is possible.36,37

In this context, Sommacal et  al. recently 
found significantly lower manufacturing 
accuracy using a fused filament fabrication 
(FFF) consumer 3D printer compared to a pro-
fessional DLP printer. They concluded that not 
any additive manufacturing device can meet the 
requirements for surgical template production.38

Impact of the surgical protocol and 
the surgeon on the accuracy of the 
result
In terms of the surgical procedure, possible 
sources of error are manifold. First, the 
selection of adequate surgical equipment is 
important, as the guided implant surgery 
system itself may have a noticeable impact on 
the surgical outcome.39,40

One system inherent factor is the gap 
between implant drill and guiding sleeve 

Fig. 6  a) Various surgical templates created by means of the polyjet technique (Smop; 
Swissmeda); b) the DLP technique (digital light processing; SHERAdigital); c) and SLS 
technique (selective laser sintering; EOS); d) as well as a subtractively manufactured (milled) 
surgical template

Fig. 7  Surgical protocol for guided implantation (different patients): a) Optimal seating of 
the surgical template; b) guided pilot drilling (Zimmer Guided Surgery); c) guided implant 
site preparation (Straumann Guided Surgery); d) and guided implant placement (Camlog 
Guide System)
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which can effect angular deviations.41 Valente 
et  al. estimated the resulting approximate 
lateral deviation to be 1 mm under certain 
conditions.42 Schneider et al. proved a small 
gap, a high guiding sleeve and a short drill to 
be beneficial in terms of overall accuracy.43 As 
the vertical positioning of the guide sleeves 
is often variable, it is thus important to note 
that the increasing distance between the 
guide sleeve and the bone potentially reduces 
accuracy. Furthermore, with guide sleeves 
positioned very high above the mucosa, a 
correct insertion of the drill into the sleeve 
can be difficult, especially in patients with 
limited mouth opening.

If, on the other hand, the guide sleeve is 
positioned very low, the surgical template 
may interfere with the oral mucosa, which 
makes it impossible to proceed with the 
selected protocol if a flapless technique is 
planned.

Concerning the surgical protocol, 
Bencharit et al. just recently found that the 
fully guided protocol is more accurate in 
terms of implant position than partly guided 
performed surgery.44 Two current reviews 
came to the same conclusion45,46 and it may 
be deduced that, whenever the highest level 
of accuracy is demanded, the fully guided 
protocol should be preferred.

Surgical templates can be supported either 
by teeth, bone, or mucosa. It seems plausible 
that a sound support by teeth provides most 
predictability and thus accuracy.40,47–49 Ozan 
et al. found a mean angular deviation of 2.91° 
in tooth-supported placed implants, 4.51° 
in implants placed with mucosa-supported 
templates, and 4.63° in implants placed with 
bone-supported templates. The mean coronal 
and apical deviations displayed a similar 
picture.48 Also the use of fixation pins can 
help achieve greater precision,40,49,50 especially 
in non-tooth-supported templates. Anyway, 
adequate positioning of the template is a fun-
damental prerequisite for success.

As tooth-supported templates provide 
most reliability, it seems plausible that the 
number and location of the remaining teeth 
has a certain impact too. For instance, it 
was shown that guided implant placement 
in single tooth gaps shows noticeably less 
deviation than in distal gaps or partially 
edentulous situations.51–53 With regard to the 
arch, it appears that the maxilla seems slightly 
more prone to deviations than the mandible 
which might be explained by different bone 
densities and the anatomy.48,51–53

With respect to the impact of the surgeon’s 
experience, it can be seen that experienced 
surgeons tend to achieve more accurate 
results performing guided surgery, though 
practitioners of any experience level can 
greatly benefit from the procedure.54,55 Cushen 
et  al. revealed that experienced surgeons 
performed significantly better in terms of the 
alignment of planned and achieved implant 
position using bone-supported templates.56 
Van de Velde et al. found no differences when 
comparing implants placed flaplessly without 
using a surgical template by surgeons with 
different experience levels. However, they 
observed a notable level of imprecision and 
therefore recommended the use of a surgical 
template.57 Moraschini et al. confirmed that 
guided flapless surgery demonstrates high 
survival rates, but also found that there 
is a noteworthy learning curve to attain a 
desirable treatment outcome.58 When using a 
surgical template, both approaches (flapless/
open flap) do not differ very explicitly in 
terms of accuracy.52,53

Finally, all human mistakes, like inaccu-
rate positioning of the guide or falsely using 
equipment, contribute to overall inaccuracy.42 
Thus they are to be avoided, although their 
ultimate impact is hard to quantify.

Overall accuracy of guided implant 
surgery
Van Assche et  al. found mean deviations 
of 1.09  mm at the entry point, 1.28  mm 
at the apex and 3.9° in angulation in their 
meta-analysis in 2012.40 A systematic review 
conducted by Tahmaseb et al. in 2014 revealed 
a mean deviation of 0.93  mm at the entry 
point and 1.29 mm at the apex. The overall 
mean deviation in angulation was 3.53°. 
This review included in  vitro studies using 
models or human cadavers but also in  vivo 
patient studies.49 A recent review article of 
Bover-Ramos et al. looking at, inter alia, 2.244 
implants placed in vivo showed a mean hori-
zontal deviation of 1.4 mm at the implant apex 
and a mean axial deviation of 3.98 degrees. 
In vitro studies included in the same publica-
tion demonstrated more accurate results, pre-
senting horizontal deviation of 0.85 mm and 
a mean axial deviation of 2.39.45 This seems 
plausible since the clinical situation is limited 
in terms of confined space, less visual control 
and patient movement, as well as the presence 
of blood and saliva.20

However, the guided procedure seems to 
be superior to the classical free-hand protocol 

with regard to overall deviations between 
planned and placed implant positions.49,59,60 
Vermeulen et al. observed axial deviations of 
7.63 degrees for the free-hand protocol and 
2.19 degrees for the guided implantation in 
an in vitro study. The horizontal deviations in 
the area of the implant shoulder were 1.27 mm 
(freehand) and 0.42  mm (guided) and the 
vertical offset of the implant position at the 
implant apex averaged 0.73  mm (freehand) 
and 0.54  mm (navigated), respectively.60 
This fact should be taken into account when 
examining the deviation data stated above. The 
observed implant survival rates are comparable 
for both surgical protocols.61

It could also be demonstrated that CAD/
CAM-generated templates showed advanced 
accuracy when compared to conventional 
surgical guides10,51,62 which can be attributed, 
to a certain degree, to extensive three-dimen-
sional implant pre-planning.

Applying the procedure described above, the 
multiple aspects of information available even 
before embarking on the physical procedure 
are a considerable benefit of digital implant 
planning and guided implant surgery. The 
surgical procedure can be accordingly adapted 
beforehand and the patient can be given more 
detailed and accurate advance information. 
In addition, prosthetic alternatives can be 
discussed and defined in more detail at an 
early stage.

Accurate knowledge about the quality, 
quantity and position of the bone assists in 
the planning of any augmentative measures 
that might be needed, or might support the 
decision to dispense with them if no relevant 
adverse effect on the outcome is expected.63

A sensible combination of anatomical infor-
mation and virtual prosthetic planning enables 
a considerably more reliable process and allows 
for positioning of the implant according to the 
prosthetic needs. This provides a high degree 
of predictability and can positively influence 
the prosthetic outcome in terms of function, 
aesthetics and phonetics.61

However, for all the advantages, it must not 
be assumed that guided implant surgery is less 
demanding than the conventional procedure.61 
Technology cannot replace prosthetic expertise 
and surgical skills, but can help make it 
more safe and efficient to apply to existing 
knowledge.

Digital implant planning for guided implan-
tology is a possible field of application for 
three-dimensional radiological diagnostics. 
Possible indications for guided implantology, 
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in turn, include minimally invasive techniques 
in high-risk patients, difficult prosthetic objec-
tives or special prosthetic concepts such as 
immediate restoration. Limitations include 
inadequate mouth opening and certain 
pre-existing conditions that prevent a three-
dimensional diagnosis and guided implant 
surgery.64

The European Associat ion for 
Osseointegration ran a workshop on the 
possible indications of CBCT-scanning65 and 
a follow up-congress in 2011.66 The consensus 
group recommended three-dimensional 
imaging whenever two dimensional imaging 
fails to provide sufficient data, particularly in 
association with extensive bone augmentation, 
guided surgery and some special surgical tech-
niques.66 As the members of the International 
Congress of Oral Implantologists noted in their 
consensus report of 2012, it is extremely hard to 
tell in advance which patient would not benefit 
from having three-dimensional information 
before acquiring the same.67 Due to a lack of 
solid clinical scientific background, Colombo 
et al. demand greater efforts to provide guided 
implant surgery with more scientific proof 
and to asses which situations profit most from 
guided implant surgery.68 Basically, difficult or 
unclear anatomical situations benefit the most 
from guided implantology, provided that the 
planner has interpreted the data correctly.

The CBCT-related radiation exposure can 
vary between 10 μSv and 1000 μSv, depending 
on the device, the settings, and the size of the 
FOV.69 Three-dimensional imaging proce-
dures must therefore always be subject to a 
cost-benefit analysis for the individual case as 
benefits to the patients ought to outweigh the 
potential risks.67

There is no obligation to apply three-dimen-
sional imaging, digital implant planning or 
guided implant surgery in any case, especially 
since radiation exposure opposes comprehen-
sive data collection, but it should be taken into 
consideration at least.

A detriment of digital implant planning and 
guided implantation is still the high cost of the 
procedure, both for the three-dimensional 
imaging itself and for the planning and fab-
rication of the surgical templates. In addition, 
the technical effort required is considerable, 
which, besides the necessary hardware and 
software, demands highly specialised expertise. 
However, the added preoperative time needed 
is made up for by the increased efficiency of 
the subsequent surgical procedure and higher 
predictability of the overall treatment outcome.

Conclusion

Digital implant planning and guided implant 
surgery offer many advantages in terms of 
optimised surgical and prosthetic treatment 
preparation and their predictable and suc-
cessful implementation. In terms of overall 
accuracy, guided implant surgery seems to 
be superior to the conventional approach. 
Disadvantages of this method are its higher 
cost and the need for special expertise.

Experienced and responsible surgeons as 
well as skilled dental technicians who are aware 
of the possibilities and limits of this technology 
are needed to avoid complications and to make 
reasonable use of the undeniable advantages, 
for the benefit of the patient.
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